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summary

The attached white paper presents a review of technical litera-
ture and post-installation analysis of three types of hvac  sys-
tems: Variable Refrigerant Flow (vrf) , hydronics, and hydronics 
integrated with Armstrong Design Envelope technology.

Critical analysis and comparison of these three technologies 
revealed:

1. Lifecycle operating costs of hydronic systems were 
significantly lower than vrf  systems. Moreover, 
use of Design Envelope technology further reduced 
ownership costs for hydronic systems.

• On an annualized basis, hydronic systems offered energy 
savings of 57%  to 84%  compared to vrf  systems in- stalled 
in the same building and addressing similar loads
• Compared to vrf, hydronic systems require half of the 

total electrical cooling energy required for moving BTUs 
• Actual heating cop of vrf  is approximately 30%  below 

the rated heating cop when outdoor air temperature 
(oat) <50°f

• vrf  cop decreases from rated values as total piping 
length increases above 25  ft

• vrf  undergoes defrost cycles and oil return cycles, which 
are energy-intensive modes

• Design Envelope technology extends the savings offered by 
hydronic systems
• Hydronic system energy consumption is reduced signifi-

cantly — up to 80%  less pumping energy used
• Armstrong integrated solutions (Integrated Plant Con-

trol, Intelligent Fluid Management Systems and Opti- 
Point) further increase energy savings by up to 50%  and 
water savings by up to 5% 

• Armstrong integrated control solutions can extend 
equipment life by up to 10%

• Armstrong’s cloud connectivity, combined with Active 
Performance Management, can offer up to a 40%  reduc-
tion in lifecycle operating cost over traditional hydronics

• Addressing installed redundancy requirements with 
Armstrong’s Design Envelope technology can lower plant 
energy consumption by 15% 

• vrf  is specifically designed for use with R-410a , which is 
a hydrofluorocarbon slated for phase-out as per the Kigali 
Amendment of the Montreal Protocol

• vrf  equipment has an average life of 15  years, whereas 
hydronic equipment averages 20 -25  years

• The entire vrf  system is proprietary, and all replacement 
must be sourced through the manufacturer for the life of  
the system

2. Similarly, hydronic systems required a lower first 
installed cost commitment than vrf. Hydronic systems 
employing Design Envelope offered even greater 
savings.

• Traditional hydronic systems range from $11 .90/ft2 to
 $31/ft2 for schools and apartment buildings, respectively. In 

contrast, vrf  systems cost between $ 14 .90/ft2 and $34 / 
ft2 for the same installations
• Total installed cost of chiller based hydronic systems 

is significantly lower than vrf  systems with the same 
capacity

• To minimize the potential for refrigerant- induced 
asphyxiation, vrf  requires unique and extensive design 
considerations (zoning changes, refrigerant leak detec-
tion, splitting a single system into multiple systems, etc.), 
which directly increase installed cost

• Using high-pressure refrigerant as a working fluid (that is 
distributed throughout a building) results in more strin-
gent and costly installation requirements

• vrf requires all building components to be connected to 
a single control system through daisy chains; this adds 
time and cost to installation and commissioning

• vrf  tenders are less competitive due to manufacturer-
specific design criteria and limitations

• vrf systems must be oversized to compensate for differ-
ences between rated and actual (installed) capacity
• vrf de-rates at outdoor air temperatures below 50°f. 

Significant de-rate occurs at Outdoor Air Temperature 
< 10°f. Compensating for this requires additional in-
stalled capacity or ancillary heating systems

• vrf  de-rates as total system piping increases: vrf  pro-
duces only 80%  of total capacity for 600  ft of piping

• vrf  is ineffective at addressing multiple load types (i.e., 
latent loads). Applications such as domestic hot water 
or snow melt still require hydronic infrastructure, which 
increases first installed costs

• vrf  offers less flexibility with respect to piping require-
ments

• During installation, if a design change is required, the design 
must first be reviewed and approved by vrf  manufacturers. 
For larger systems, deviations from the original design may 
not be possible, despite criticality

• Design Envelope reduces the first installed cost of hydronic 
systems by reducing the need for peripheral equipment, 
such as housekeeping pads, harmonic filters, vibration 
bases, sensors and redundant components

• Armstrong’s Design Envelope technology and appropriate 
redundancy can lower plant cost by 25%
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1 introduction & background
Hydronic systems are defined by the use of a liquid heat trans- 
fer medium typically consisting of water, glycol and/or steam. 
These systems are one of the oldest and most thoroughly 
researched and developed technologies for heating and cooling 
spaces: dating back to 2 nd and 3 rd century BC, primitive hydron-
ic systems consisted of furnaces connected to a series of flue 
passages realized under the floor by means of pillars carrying 
a slab and then exhausted through cavities in the walls (Bean, 
2010). Today, a large majority of hvac  systems throughout the 
world are based on hydronics.

In contrast, vrf, also known as variable refrigerant volume 
(vrv), is a relatively new technology in the North American 
hvac  (na-hvac) market, first appearing in the early 2000’s . 
Developed in Japan during the 1980s , vrf  uses refrigerant as 
a working fluid to connect centralized condensers with multiple 
evaporators (of various types and capacities) located through-
out a building envelope.

In recent years, the number of manufacturers of vrf  in North 
America has grown significantly. With this increased presence, 
marketing efforts to position vrf  as a better alternative to tra-
ditional hydronics-based solutions have become common.

To address the claims of superiority of vrf  over hydronics by 
manufacturers of vrf, this paper will analyze the validity and 
accuracy of the most common claims.

The majority of claims are centralized around the following 
considerations:

• Lifecycle operating cost
• First installed cost

By reviewing technical literature and post-installation analysis, 
this paper will correct the perception of low-cost vrf  and show 
that hydronics-based systems are more cost-effective when 
applied to real-world situations.

Furthermore, this paper will show that the integration of Design 
Envelope technology into hydronic systems dramatically in-
creases the cost-savings benefits.

 
2 lowest lifecycle operating cost

Manufacturers of vrf  claim lifetime cost of their technology is 
far lower than that of hydronics-based systems. The explana-
tion is based on the following claims:

• vrf  wastes less energy
• vrf  has higher rated efficiency
• vrf  requires simpler and more streamlined maintenance 

2.1 energy consumption

Manufacturers of vrf  often state that energy consumption in 
vrf  systems is far lower than that of hydronics-based systems. 
The logic behind this claim goes as follows:

• vrf  does not require separate pumps/fans to move working 
fluid

• vrf  condensers use at least one variable speed scroll com-
pressor, and vrf  evaporators use ECM motors for better 
turndown than induction motors

2.1 .1  tr ansport energy

Although the claim that vrf  does not require separate pumps 
and/or fans to move working fluid through a building is ac-
curate, the implications are rarely presented.

This is because the compressor in a vrf  system has a dual 
purpose: it compresses and raises the temperature of the flu-
id and also propels fluid through the building (Alliance, 2014). 
So, in addition to moving refrigerant, an inherent requirement 
of vrf  technology is the need to propel lubricant throughout 
the building as well.

Because of the fluid properties of lubricant, as well as the 
various phases of refrigerant, vrf  uses higher fluid veloci-
ties within system piping. These higher velocities ensure that 
lubricant, which is required for proper compressor operation, is 
carried back to the compressor despite flow impediments such 
as elevation changes and sections where the refrigerant is in 
vapor phase. Fluid velocities in vrf  systems are approximately 
10 times higher than in hydronic systems (Alliance, 2014).

Unfortunately, higher fluid velocity results in a greater drop 
in pressure  due to fluid dynamics. It is estimated that pres-
sure drop and corresponding transport energy requirements 
increase proportionately with velocity for Reynolds numbers 
below 21 ,000  and proportionate to the square of velocity for 
Reynolds numbers above 21 ,000).

The greater pressure drop must be overcome by the compres-
sor. This forces the compressor to operate at higher frequen-
cies which consumes more energy.

In contrast, hydronics-based systems, do not have such re-
quirements. Fluid velocities can be as low as 1 .5 ft/s (Swanson, 
2017), which is considered the minimum velocity required to 
prevent deposition of dissolved solids and ensure release of 
entrained air through purification devices. At the other end 
of the spectrum, velocities in hydronic systems can climb as 
high as 10 -12 ft/s, beyond which excessive erosion becomes 
a concern (depending on piping material, hours of operation, 
water quality, etc.).
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Typically, hydronic systems operate between 4  ft/s and 6  ft/s. 
In this velocity range, the effects of entrained air or dissolved 
solids are addressed, erosion and excessive noise are avoided, 
and first cost is balanced with lifetime cost.

When the cumulative transport energy used in hydronics-
based systems is compared to that required by vrf, it becomes 
evident that hydronics-based systems consume less energy in 
the distribution of heating and cooling loads.

The extent of this difference in energy usage can be seen in 
figure 1 . Hydronics-based systems consume approximately 
33%  less transport energy than vrf. Moving BTUs in vrf 
systems can represent as much as 30%  of the total electrical 
cooling energy demand, compared to only 20%  in hydronics-
based systems (Cunniff, 2013).

 

figure 1
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It is important to note that the above summary of distribution 
energy vs pipe length does not account for Design Envelope 
integration. Where specific Armstrong solutions are employed, 
pressure drop across a hydronic system can be further reduced, 
decreasing energy required for distribution. For example, 
Armstrong’s Flo-Trex valve (ftv) reduces the need for three 
separate valves (circuit balancing, isolation and check valves), 
along with decreasing their associated pressure drops. Simi-
larly, a suction guide reduces the need for in-line strainers, 
long-radius elbows and superfluous piping, further reducing 
piping and associated pressure drop. Pressure drop reductions 
across system components decrease the overall transport 
energy requirements of the system.

2.1 . 2 part load performance

With respect to variable speed technology (variable speed 
compressors and ecm’s on blowers), the assertion that vrf 
offers a benefit over hydronics is inaccurate. Hydronic system 
components have long since integrated variable speed, and 
in the case of Armstrong’s Design Envelope, improved on the 
technology.

For example, pumps, which move working fluid between source 
and load, have long been offered with variable speed drives 
(VFD’s), with the option to further increase efficiencies by 
upgrading to ECM’s .

Design Envelope technology vastly improves part-load effi-
ciency and turndown ratio in hydronic systems using sensor-
less controls and integrated intelligent variable speed technol-
ogy. Design Envelope pumps with integrated drives have been 
shown to provide 20% to 25% greater energy savings than 
traditional pumps fitted with variable speed drives. Similarly, 
by adding integrated variable flow controls to Design Envelope 
pumps, energy savings can be as high as 78% .

To maintain efficiency across multiple pumps, despite the wide 
flow range, Design Envelope pumps employ best-efficiency se-
quencing which ensures optimal energy savings (John F Allan, 
2009). This is done by modulating pump operation and staging 
pumps on and off based on efficiency rather than speed. 

In addition to pumps and controls, hydronics is, for the most 
part, standardizing on variable speed technology. For example, 
boilers have combined high turndown ratios (boilers now offer 
20:1  turndown) with ecm  blowers and O2 sensors that provide 
feedback to burner controls to maximize combustion efficiency 
(U.S. Department of Energy, 2014). Chillers have similarly inte-
grated variable speed controls for their compressors and have 
even adjusted condenser/evaporator design and control logic 
to allow for variable hydronic flow. It is noteworthy that part-
load capabilities can be enhanced by running multiple units in 
parallel, effectively offering limitless turndown ratios. That is to 
say, full system flow/load is defined by the maximum combined 
flow/load of all operational units, while minimum system flow/
load is defined by the minimum flow/load of a single unit. This 
is true for all hydronic components, including pumps, chillers, 
cooling towers and boilers.

An added benefit of running multiple units in parallel that is 
unique to hydronics is redundancy. In traditional hydronic 
systems, redundancy is often achieved by employing an N+1 
design standard; in other words, the number of units installed is 
one more than the number required to satisfy the ful load. For 
example, three chillers may be installed, each sized to address 
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50% of the total system load. Similarly, two pumps  may be 
installed, each capable of handling 100% of the design flow 
and head. In this way, if one component were to fail, the system 
could still provide the required output. 

However, there is a trade-off to redundancy. Increasing the 
number of parallel units increases capital cost, while upsizing 
individual components limits turndown, both of which increas-
es energy consumption. Therefore, designers must balance the 
need for redundancy by adding equipment (increased redun-
dancy and capital cost) and/or upsizing equipment (increased 
redundancy and limited turndown).

Fortunately, Design Envelope technology addresses these con-
cerns by optimizing plant operation (leading to a reduction in 
energy consumption of up to 15%) for any and all combinations 
of equipment capacities and/or quantities, while reducing first 
cost (by up to 25%).

As an example, a system may have three cooling towers (each 
with 50% of total capacity), two chillers (each providing 55% 
of capacity) and three Design Envelope pumps (each with 40% 
capacity) connected using Armstrong’s integrated control tech-
nology. If a chiller were to fail, the inclusion of Design Envelope 
technology would allow the system to provide more than 80% 
of the design load (as opposed to only 45%) for 95% of design 
conditions.

2. 2 r ated efficiency

Another focus of the vrf  industry is the claim that vrf  is rated 
for higher efficiencies than hydronic systems by independent 
institutions and standards. However, when the basis of these 
claims is explored, it becomes evident that actual efficiencies 
are far below rated efficiencies.

A review of nine test installations in the U.S. (see figure 2) 
showed vrf  rated heating efficiencies exceeded actual operat-
ing efficiency in the field by 30% to 60%, with an average of 
approximately 48% (Hydronics Industry Alliance).

figure 2
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Note that cop/eer  (Coefficient of Performance/Energy Ef-
ficiency Ratio) cannot be taken at face value when compar-
ing different technologies. This is because of the distinct test 
standards used for each technology.

For example, heat pump heating COP’s are based on ahri 
340/360 , which tests at an outdoor temperature of 44 .6°fdb 
(42.8 °fwb) and indoor temperature of 68°f  db  (59°fwb), in 
moderate climates (ahri, 2015).

In contrast, vrf  heating COP’s are based on ahri 1230 , which 
tests at an outdoor temperature of 47°f db (43°f wb) , indoor 
temperature of 70°f db (60°f wb) , total piping lengths less 
than 150  ft (typically 25  ft) and maximum elevation differences 
between condenser and evaporator of 0 ft (ahri, 2010).

When we examine the following elements of vrf  energy ef-
ficiency standards, it is apparent that published COP’s/EER’ss 
often differ from real-world installations:

• Piping length
• Part load operation
• Outdoor Air Temperature (oat)

2. 2 .1 piping length

ashrae 1230  rates vrf  using 25  ft of piping and no elevation 
change. However, as mentioned above, vrf  compressors are 
responsible for transporting refrigerant from source to load 
(and back again), therefore piping length has a direct impact on 
heating/cooling output vs energy input. 

The effects of piping length on cop can be seen in figure 3 be-
low: modeling vrf  using a constant discharge pressure control 
method showed lengthening horizontal pipe will reduce cop 
apparently in heating mode, even under part-load conditions 
(Li, 2017).

figure 3
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Although the effects of refrigerant piping length on cop  are felt 
by all dx  equipment (including those contained within hydronic 
systems), these effects are negligible. The reason is that the 
refrigerant circuits on these types of equipment are limited 
to the equipment itself. For example, in a packaged ahu, the 
refrigerant circuit extends from compressor to coil and back 
again, – both of which are contained within the package. In a 
chiller, the refrigerant circuit goes between evaporator barrel 
and condenser barrel. Because the distance between these 
components is so small, the resulting pressure drop and cor-
responding effect on cop  can be disregarded.

2. 2 . 2 part load oper ation

Part-load vs full-load operation is another factor that directly 
impacts actual efficiency as it relates to rated efficiencies. 
This is true because typical hvac  systems (whether vrf  or 
hydronic) “operate at less than 60% capacity 90% of the time 
or more” (Armstrong Fluid Technology, 2019), see figure 4 
below.

figure 4
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As seen in figure 5 , which was produced by rehva  ( Federa-
tion of European Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning As-
sociations), the energy efficiency ratio (eer) of vrf  degrades at 
approximately 45% capacity due to the aforementioned need 
for oil return, combined with residual electricity consumption 
resulting from controls. At around 15% capacity, eer  is signifi-
cantly affected by compressor cycling (Courtey, 2014).

figure 5
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The opposite is true for hydronic systems. Energy efficiency 
can increase in part-load conditions.

As shown in figure 6 , chiller plants consume a significant 
(40%) proportion of energy required by hydronics-based 
hvac  systems. Of that, the chiller itself consumes the majority 
(64%) of energy. (psg  Facility Services, n.d.)

figure 6
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Thus, increases in chiller efficiency for part-load conditions lead 
to overall system efficiency increases in part-load conditions. 
This can be seen in figure 7 for the latest type of chiller 
(oil-free magnetic bearing centrifugal), which reduces the 
kilowatts of energy required per ton of output by more than 
50% when going from 100% load to 20% load (Smardt, 2011). 
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figure 7
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It is important to note that for large buildings, chillers are 
rated higher than vrf  with respect to cop. Chillers have higher 
cop’s than any other cooling system, with ratings up to 7. 2 , 
twice that of vrf  systems, which typically have a cop of ~4 . 2 
(ashrae, 2016). 

As shown in figure 6 , pumps constitute the second largest 
energy demand in chiller plants. This is true for all subcatego-
ries of hydronic systems, even in boiler plants, where the larg-
est electrical energy consumption is from pumping packages.

By using Design Envelope pumps as opposed to traditional 
variable speed pumps, the overall energy efficiency of an hvac 
system can be further increased by optimizing selection and 
control for part-load operation.

2. 2 .3 outdoor air conditions

One final consideration in rated efficiencies vs actual efficien-
cies is the fact that heating capacity and efficiency of outdoor 
units are highly dependent on the ambient air conditions 
(Schuetter, 2017).

As outdoor temperatures decrease, compressor speeds in- 
crease to maintain the load in the building. The increased speed 
results in increased energy consumption, which is not captured 
in rated cop  or eer  values.

For example, for most of the heating season (below 50°f  db) 
the actual cop is approximately 30% below the rated cop  of a 
vrf  system. At very low temperatures (less than- 10°f db), 
the ratio rapidly decreases, resulting in significant heating 
efficiency degradation (Schuetter, 2017).

Additionally, vrf  condensers go through defrost cycles in 
periodic intervals. During these cycles, the compressors are 
ramped up to maximum speed, consuming more energy –  
energy that is not accounted for in overall efficiency ratings.

The effects of oat  and defrost cycles on vrf  cop can be seen 
in figure 8 : at an outdoor temperature of 47°f db (ahri 
1230  Standard Outdoor Temperature for testing), the actual 
cop matches the rated cop. Decreasing the outdoor air tem-
perature to 30°f db  reduces cop by ~30%; further decreases 
in temperature result in further reductions in cop  until -10°f, at 
which point cop decreases exponentially (Hackel, 2017).

figure 8
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2. 2 . 4 cumulative effect of r ated vs actual   
 efficiency 

By consolidating the inconsistencies between rated conditions 
and actual conditions and making a comparison to a typical hy-
dronic system, it becomes clear that there is significant energy 
savings, and by extension, operating cost savings, to be had by 
designing with hydronic systems.

In a two-year study conducted at ashrae Headquarters, the 
hydronic system (ground source heat pump) consumed 3  times 
less electrical energy than the vrf  system despite serving the 
same building with similar loads (Arnold, 2014). On an an-
nualized basis, the vrf  system had energy consumption 57% 
higher than the hydronic system in 2010, 84% higher in 2011 
and 61%  higher in 2012  (Hydronics Industry Alliance).

The details of the study can be seen in figure 9.
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figure 9
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It is important to note, that the energy savings results refer-
enced above are drawn from a comparison to a traditional 
hydronic system. Further enhancements could have been made 
by using Armstrong’s Active Performance Management and 
integrated controls solutions to seamlessly integrate pumps 
with source side equipment.

By unifying the control algorithms of individual system com-
ponents towards a common energy efficiency strategy, overall 
system efficiency can be further increased by up to 60% (Arm-
strong Fluid Technology, 2015), as seen in  figure 10

figure 10
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Similarly, by integrating Active Performance Management into 
hydronic systems, remote monitoring and machine learning 
can be combined with existing intelligent controls to prevent 
energy drift. Limiting the impacts of energy drift, which can 
have compounding effects across an entire hydronic system, 
can provide energy savings of up to 25%.

2.3  maintenance requirements

According to vrf  manufacturers, a single-source supplier for 
all equipment is advantageous to end users and maintenance 
personnel. Unfortunately, this is not the case when considering 
the specialist nature of vrf  systems and working fluids or the 
proprietary nature of components and diagnostic tools.

2.3 .1 refriger ant as a working fluid

An important consideration that could have significant implica-
tions for maintenance and operation of vrf  systems is the 
future availability of required refrigerants.

vrf  systems use r-410  which is considered a hydrofluorocar-
bon (hfc). As per the Kigali Amendment of the Montreal Pro-
tocol, signatory countries have made a commitment to phase 
down production and consumption of hydrofluorocarbons 
(HFCs) worldwide (U.S. Department of State, 2019).

At a recent U.S. Senate Environment and Public Works Com-
mittee meeting, Stephen Yurek, President and ceo of the Air-
Conditioning, Heating & Refrigeration Institute, provided writ-
ten testimony that most companies will completely transition 
from HFC’s by mid-decade because it is cheaper, easier, and 
more profitable to transition in one fell swoop. (Yurek, 2020)

Unfortunately, vrf  systems are specifically designed for their 
refrigerant of choice: r-410  is compressed and expanded to 
specific pressures and is transported throughout the system via 
pipes specifically sized for r-410  and its working pressures. For 
this reason, drop-in substitutes are not feasible.

If r-410  were to be phased out in the market, owners would be 
forced to pay increasing costs until it was no longer available. 
At that point, owners would likely be compelled to make a diffi-
cult decision: replace their entire system, including distribution 
piping throughout their entire building, or gamble with the clos-
est available substitute, which would undoubtedly have adverse 
effects and increase operational and maintenance costs.

As the term suggests, hydronic systems do not use refrigerant 
as a working fluid and as such are unaffected by the afore-
mentioned concerns. Certain components of hydronics- based 
systems (chillers, packaged ahu’s, heat pumps, etc.) do use 
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refrigerant (r-410, r-134,  etc.), though these components 
represent only a small portion of the entire system. Even in the 
worst-case scenario, where refrigerants are no longer available, 
maintenance and retrofit requirements would affect only the 
individual component, rather than the entire system.

2.3 . 2 specialist requirements

One final consideration in the lifetime cost of hydronics vs vrf 
is the proprietary nature of vrf  systems.

Proprietary vrf  systems require specialized technicians for 
installation, adjustments and repairs (DelPiano, 2017). Build-
ing owners are therefore dependent on the manufacturer for 
the life of the system (Hydronics Industry Alliance) for not only 
executing repairs and supplying replacement parts/equipment 
but also for diagnosing the issue.

Moreover, along with higher first costs, vrf  systems have a 
shorter life expectancy. Hydronic systems have been known 
to last 20  to 25  years, while vrf  systems may need to be 
replaced 10  to 15  years after installation (DelPiano, 2017).

In contrast, hydronic systems can be diagnosed and modified at 
any time by any (ideally licensed) mechanical contractor. The 
flexibility offered by hydronic systems ensures competitiveness 
throughout the life of the system.

In addition to the flexibility of hydronic maintenance as well 
as the widely available network of trained and experienced 
technicians, lifetime costs can be reduced by 40% by using 
performance tracking software, such as Armstrong’s Active 
Performance Management.

By analyzing small changes in performance ( vibration analysis, 
expected output vs actual output, etc.) and providing service 
alerts directly to owners or owners’ contractors of choice 
(example in figure 11), catastrophic failures that could result 
in extended downtime and costly repairs can be mitigated. 
Similarly, maintenance requirements that can be put off without 
concern allow owners more time to allocate funds and more 
time to look for competitive offers.

figure 11

3 first installed cost

It is widely accepted, and even acknowledged by vrf  manu-
facturers, that upfront capital costs for vrf  systems are higher 
than for comparable hydronic systems. Initial estimates of 
installed cost premiums of vrf/ v systems range from 5%  to  
20%  more than conventional systems for a U.S. office build-
ing (Goetzler, 2004).

This premium on installation costs becomes more appar-
ent in larger systems: vrf  systems cost between $14 .90/
ft2 and $34 /ft2 for schools and apartment buildings, respec-
tively. Comparatively, traditional hydronic systems range from 
$11 .90/ft2 to $31/ft2 for the same installation types (Park, 
2013).

The reason for these cost premiums includes:

• Design limitations
• Installation limitations
• Skewed tendering process

3 .1 design limitations

Limitations imposed on vrf  systems require attention as early 
as the design stage. These design considerations include:

• Factoring in capacity de-rate
• Ensuring occupant health and safety
• Inclusion of additional ancillary equipment to address limi-

tations of vrf
• Addressing piping limitations
• Maximum system capacity
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3 .1 .1  r ated capacity

One important consideration when designing vrf  systems is 
the effect of capacity de-rate on sizing and selecting vrf  sys-
tems, along with the increase in installed cost due to the need 
for larger installed capacity than delivered capacity.

The two main factors contributing to capacity loss in vrf  sys-
tems are outdoor air temperature and piping lengths.

For example, the heating capacity available at 5°f  is at best 70 
% of the heating capacity available at 60°f  (Afify).

The full extent of outdoor air temperature and defrost cycles on 
the output capacity of vrf  systems can be seen in figure 12 , 
published by a popular vrf  manufacturer (Daikin).

figure 12
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The implication for system design is an increased need for 
supple- mental heat. Designers can elect to design building 
envelopes with supplemental heat to work in parallel with vrf 
evaporators. Alternatively, mechanical space can be extended 
to include outdoor condensers and be retrofitted with space 
heaters to maintain optimal conditions.

One vrf  manufacturer states that design considerations must 
be made to address a 50% decrease in heating capacity at 0°f 
compared to rated conditions (Mitsubishi Electric, 2012). Fur-
thermore, figure 13  shows a balance point at which supple-
mental heat is no longer adequate and a building’s full heating 
load must rely on alternative system types (Daikin).

figure 13
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This added energy consumption (often supplied via inefficient 
electric heat) is ignored when rating cop/eer  values but will 
directly impact the total energy consumed by an hvac  system 
to maintain design conditions.

A less commonly discussed cause of system capacity de-rate is 
piping length. As shown in figure 14 , rated capacity starts to 
decrease when pipe length goes beyond 25  ft (as per ashrae 
1230  standards). By the time piping length has reached 600 
ft, 10%  of total capacity has already been lost (Artis, 2014). 
If we linearly extrapolate this to the average maximum piping 
length for vrf  systems (3 , 281  ft), we see that more than 50% 
of capacity is lost to piping lengths.

figure 14

Hydronic systems do not experience capacity losses related 
to piping length. The primary reason is the decoupling of the 
distribution circuit (hydronic piping throughout the building) 
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from the internal circuits of source- side equipment (refrigerant 
circuits for chillers and ahu’s , flue gas circuits in boilers’ heat 
exchangers, etc.).

It is important to note that capacity losses can occur due to 
convective and radiative heat transfer through the aforemen- 
tioned distribution piping. However, hydronic code require-
ments mandate the use of insulation, which reduces these 
losses for heating systems and gains for chilled water systems 
to negligible amounts: for hot-water systems operating below 
200°f, the 2015 iecc  requires insulation thicknesses be-
tween 1"  and 2" (Crall, 2015).

3 .1 . 2 occupant health & safety

Another limitation is the volume of refrigerant contained within 
vrf  systems and related health concerns.

As noted, vrf  systems span the entire envelope of a building, 
and the technology requires hundreds (if not thousands) of feet 
of piping to be filled with pressurized refrigerant. This property 
of vrf  systems is of special concern because it could poten-
tially discharge all of the comparable refrigerant charge into 
one room (Duda, 2012).

ashrae 15 limits the total volume of R-410a contained in a 
system relative to the volume of the smallest space served by 
the system (Duda, 2012). This code is in place to protect occu-
pants from the potentially lethal effects of refrigerant-induced 
asphyxiation, which is especially important for vrf  systems as 
they typically use a refrigerant that is colourless and odourless 
(Cunniff, 2013).

Despite standards in place to address the effects of refriger-
ant leaks on occupant health and safety, concerns with vrf 
systems persist. For example, in 2017  the U.S. Department of 
Defense issued a directive stating that vrf  systems would no 
longer be permitted in U.S. Air Force facilities, and while not 
forbidden in Army facilities, they would be strongly discour-
aged (Turpin, 2018). A bulletin from the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers offered the following explanations:

• Concern over refrigerant concentration, as a typically sized 
vrf system contains enough refrigerant to potentially as-
phyxiate occupants in the event of a refrigerant leak;

• Difficulty in locating refrigerant leaks due to long refrigerant 
lines that are common with vrf  systems; and

• Proprietary controls used by many vrf  systems, which 
conflict with the legal requirement of using open protocol 
systems (Turpin, 2018).

Unfortunately, the risk to occupant health and safety is often 
downplayed, in part due to the fact that R-410a (the refriger-
ant most commonly used in vrf  systems) is only classified as a 
Group 1a (non-flammable and non-toxic) substance. Additional 
claims of mitigated risk come from the inclusion of simplistic 
design considerations, such as door diffusers and  common 
ceiling plenums.

These beliefs are misplaced because the threat of r-410  does 
not come from its inhalation, but rather its ability to displace 
oxygen, which is a direct result of its higher density (Cunniff, 
2013).

Because of this higher density, door diffusers and common ceil-
ing plenums would actually exacerbate the effects of refriger-
ant leak by providing a path for oxygen to be pushed out of a 
space, thereby allowing more refrigerant to leak in.

Therefore, for installations that serve a wide range of zone 
sizes, vrf  systems costs increase as designers must either 
include extensive leak detection equipment in their design or 
make design changes to their hvac  equipment by redesigning 
a single system to become multiple systems (to reduce total 
refrigerant volume per system) or combining multiple zones 
using ducted evaporators (to increase the volume of the small-
est space), which requires additional ducting.

Comparatively, hydronic systems are not limited in size. For ex-
ample, district energy plants combine multiple buildings using 
hydronic loops. Although there is risk of damage in the event of 
a leak, unlike refrigerant, water is not a silent killer.

It is important to note that ashrae 15  does apply to all system 
types and is not limited to vrf  systems. However, refriger-
ant use is limited to significantly smaller refrigerant circuits 
contained within hydronic equipment (chillers,  heat pumps, 
packaged ahu’s , etc.). For this reason, additional design con-
siderations are limited to mechanical space. For example, plans 
for small mechanical rooms with relatively large (capacity) 
chillers often include refrigerant leak detection. Minor changes 
such as this require very little design consideration and have an 
insignificant effect on the full system design.

 

3 .1 .3 ancillary systems

Another design constraint for vrf  systems is the limitation 
on scope. vrf  systems are only able to address heating and 
cooling requirements. Building designs must still include ancil-
lary systems (which are often based on hydronics) for other 
functions.
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For example, vrf  systems are not designed to extract large 
amounts of moisture from the air (Song, 2019). This restric-
tion may be of particular importance in regions with high 
humidity: ventilation standards will still require a minimum vol-
ume of fresh air to be circulated in the occupied space. Because 
vrf  units are limited by their smaller coils (Song, 2019), a 
dedicated ahu  with corresponding ducting may be required. 

This not only increases the installed cost of projects, it also 
invalidates many of the cited benefits of vrf, including ceiling 
space savings, smaller mechanical footprint, and single-source 
supplier.

Similarly, in colder regions, buildings that require snow-melt 
systems would need a hydronic system for that load. Where 
source-side hydronic equipment is already required to sup-
ply the snow-melt system, the capital opportunity cost of the 
investment decision would be changed significantly.

This logic can be applied to domestic hot water (dhw) sys-
tems. figure 15  shows an example of how to set up a tank-
less water heater as a heat source and for your domestic 
hot water. This is called a closed-loop heating system with 
domestic water (HouseNeeds, n.d.). Again, the cost of upsiz-
ing the source-side equipment and adding a double-wall heat 
exchanger to an existing hydronic heating circuit is significantly 
lower when considering the sunk cost of the dhw  system.

figure 15

As demonstrated, hydronic systems can address multiple load 
types with common infrastructure requirements. Therefore, 
the cost of adding these hydronic subsystems to an existing 
hydronic system is significantly less than adding the hydronic 
subsystem to an existing vrf  system. Ultimately, having two 
separate systems for two distinct functions would make the 
installed costs higher.

3 .1 . 4 piping restrictions

There are also hard limits on the piping design/layout of vrf 
systems. For example, vrf  systems are limited to ~1 ,000  m 
(3 , 280  ft) of total piping (excluding suction line) and 40  m 
(130  ft) of vertical separation between condenser and evapora-
tor, when the condenser is below the evaporator (Daikin, 2017).

Unfortunately, as shown in figure 16 , the limitations on length 
and vertical separation are not the only restrictions that affect 
vrf  piping. For large systems that use multiple evaporators, 
the interdependency of the various restrictions leads to extra 
design work and related project costs.

figure 16
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This contrasts with hydronic systems, which can be as large 
as needed and have no restriction on pipe length. For larger 
systems, the only consideration is an increase in pump sizing to 
accommodate higher pressure drops and in pipe sizing to ac-
commodate the increased flow rate of the working fluid.

As noted, hydronic systems offer a wide range of feasible 
velocities, allowing for piping to be sized in accordance with 
design intent. For example, to minimize first cost (at the ex-
pense of higher lifetime cost), hydronic piping can be down-
sized (causing greater pressure drop). Conversely, if long-term 
lifetime cost is the primary focus of the design, pipe sizes can 
be increased (at the expense of higher first cost) to ensure 
minimal flow velocities and corresponding pressure drops.
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Velocity in a hydronic system is a function of flow rate, which is 
a function of load and temperature differentials. Both flow rate 
and velocity can be adjusted, provided effective heat transfer 
and system component operation (differential pressure re-
quirements for valves, minimum velocities for air purgers, etc.) 
are ensured.

Additional flexibility arises from integrating Design Envelope 
accessories such as suction guides, air separators and filters, 
into hydronic systems. This is a result of the fundamental prin-
ciple of Design Envelope technology, which operates efficiently 
in a wide range of flow and head conditions, ensuring optimal 
operation and efficiency despite variations in system demand.

vrf  systems, on the other hand, are severely limited in design 
flexibility. Pipe size is dictated by manufacturers based on sys- 
tem piping lengths, total capacity and capacity of evaporators 
served through the relevant pipe section. Furthermore, pipe 
sizing standards vary by manufacturer, which further limits 
design.

3 .1 .5 ma ximum system capacity 

A final design consideration is the limitation of total system 
capacity. Individual vrf  systems are limited to ~44  tons (528 
MBH) of cooling capacity or ~49.5  tons (594  MBH) of heating 
(Samsung hvac); above these capacities, a separate system is 
required, including independent piping and controls networks, 
additional condensers and separate electrical work.

Comparatively, hydronic systems have far larger capacities per 
unit. For example, most commercial water tube boiler manu-
facturers offer capacities up to ~666  tons (8,000  MBH) per 
boiler, with some offering up to 1 ,000  tons (12,000  MBH). 
Similarly, individual chillers can easily reach 2,000  tons 
(24,000  MBH) of cooling, while standard commercial cooling 
towers can offer capacities in the range of 2,189  tons (26, 268 
MBH).

3 . 2  installation limitations

Cost differences for installation are primarily the result of the 
requirement for more complicated refrigerant management 
systems and controls in vrf  systems (Cunniff, 2013). Because 
refrigerant is the working fluid of vrf  systems, and all system 
components must be connected to a single control system, 
more stringent installation requirements (mechanical, electrical 
and controls) exist. Special care in installation is necessary to 
ensure that contaminants don’t enter the system and damage 
the compressor (Hydronic Industry Alliance).

3 . 2 .1  mechanical consider ations

Each installation step of vrf  systems requires extra care and 
attention, and the techniques used extensively in hydronic sys-
tem installations (to minimize installation time and cost) can-
not be used in vrf  systems. vrf  piping requires mechanical 
fittings, brazing and soldering on-site (DelPiano, 2017). The 
time required to execute this work depends on the installer’s 
level of expertise (DelPiano, 2017).

In comparison, hydronic systems can use pressure fittings or 
mechanical couplings, which require minimal expertise and 
were adopted by the hydronics industry to expedite the instal-
lation process.

Installation requirements and costs are further reduced by 
integrating Design Envelope technology. For example, Design 
Envelope Vertical In-Line pumps eliminate the need for house-
keeping pads and the associated subtrades required to pour 
concrete or size acoustic requirements. Similarly, integrated 
intelligent variable speed controllers eliminate the need for 
harmonic filters and the labour required to analyze electrical 
interference in the mechanical room. Sensorless technology 
also reduces the capital and labour costs of installing, wiring 
and calibrating sensors.

For vrf  systems, installers must be qualified to work with re-
frigerants under extremely high pressure and be knowledge-
able about refrigerant piping locations under their jurisdic-
tion’s International Mechanical Code (imc), as well as leak 
detection and ventilation requirements of ashr ae Standard 
15  (DelPiano, 2017).

These requirements often demand a vrf  specialist with facto-
ry-certified training specific to each manufacturer. In many ju-
risdictions, vrf  installers are required to hold specific licenses 
or tickets prior to commencing installation to ensure they are 
qualified to work with high-pressure refrigerant systems.

With respect to construction materials, as shown in figure 17, 
vrf  systems must be installed using copper piping, whereas 
hydronic piping offers many options (Siegenthaler, 2015).

figure 17

piping options in 
hydronic system

piping required in 
vrf system

copper copper
black iron/ steel
stainless steel
pex
pex-al-pex
pert
polypropylene (pp-r)
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As well, because of the high fluid pressures and temperatures 
of refrigerants in vrf  systems, the grade of copper to be used 
must meet astm b280 standards and be suitable for an oper-
ating pressure of 551  psig (lg).

In considering the cost of various piping materials per linear 
foot, distribution piping for hydronic systems is significantly 
less than that of vrf  systems, even after accounting for the 
fact that hydronic piping is approximately 3  times larger for 
equivalent capacities. For example, astm b280  rated copper 
cost $346.12  for 50  ft of Y tubing (Grainger Canada, 2020), 
whereas 60  ft of 2½" schedule 40  carbon steel piping (typi-
cally used for hydronic heating applications) cost only $22.80 
(Global Technology & Engineering, 2020). If we normalize per 
linear foot, the cost of hydronic piping is ~10% of the cost for 
vrf  piping for comparable capacities.

Another consideration, which often causes delays, relates to 
the aforementioned design limitations on piping layout. Instal-
lations rarely follow design drawings to the letter, and installers 
need the flexibility to make minor changes on the fly.

For example, a subtrade may shift an installation away from 
the original design location, creating interference with hydronic 
piping. In such cases, installers need the flexibility to shift sys- 
tem piping in response.

This can be done easily in hydronic systems (rarely requiring 
oversight or approval), and if best practices are followed, so 
that changes are minor and the budget is unaffected, there will 
likely be minimal effect on equipment selection.

Furthermore, balancing of hydronic systems after installation 
is standard practice to address deviations from design and en-
sures the effects of these deviations are accounted for, reduc-
ing adverse effects on system performance.

For vrf  systems, these small changes must be reviewed and 
approved by the manufacturer. For especially large vrf  sys- 
tems that are already close to the limits of vrf  piping restric-
tions, these changes may not be approved (despite criticality 
and urgency) as piping may fall outside of manufacturers’ 
stated limitations.

As mentioned, there are several piping restrictions for vrf 
systems, which are interdependent. The closer a piping change 
is to the main branch and condenser, the more important it 
becomes to consult with the manufacturer.

3 . 2 . 2  controls consider ations

vrf  manufacturers frequently promote controls configura-
tion as an advantage of their systems. These systems typically 
daisy-chain all components. In this configuration, all compo-
nents of the system are completely integrated and controlled 
via a central controller in the condensing unit. However, this 
can lead to increased installation and commissioning time as 
well as increased downtime if failure or error occurs.

As an example, compressors determine refrigerant flow rate 
and compression ratio based on the net demand at each posi-
tion of electronic expansion valves (located on each evapora-
tor).

If a disconnect exists in a daisy-chained system, all compo-
nents after the broken connection become invisible to the main 
control unit. For this reason, some vrf  systems will shut down 
completely as a safety measure even if a single disconnect oc-
curs, regardless of how many other units are affected. This can 
lead to costly downtime.

3 . 2 .3 tender consider ations

Another facet of vrf  installation that is often positioned as a 
benefit but ultimately has negative consequences is the fact 
that vrf  systems are unique and use proprietary designs and 
software, provided in their entirety by a single supplier.

From as early as the system design stage, engineers/design-
ers are forced to rely heavily on individual vrf  suppliers to 
review and approve designs because vrf  systems have unique 
and proprietary constraints, controls and design criteria, all of 
which affect the sizing process.

When a tender is released, vrf  installers and suppliers will of-
ten include additional margin (as a contingency) to compensate 
for lack of familiarity (Goetzler, 2004) and deviations that may 
occur from basis-of-design. For example, a tender may be laid 
out using ½ inch refrigerant piping, but another vrf  supplier 
may require the same length of piping to be ¾ inch.

Because the basis-of-design supplier is the only manufacturer 
confident (at the time of bidding) of not having to deviate from 
the original design, they ultimately have an advantage that can 
be translated into increased bid price (which maximizes equip-
ment cost while ensuring the tender is secured) at the owner’s 
expense.
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4 conclusion

Although vrf  systems offer benefits to owners and engineers, 
it is evident that the extent of those benefits is largely misun-
derstood and overestimated.

A critical analysis of actual vrf  installations against marketing 
claims leads to the conclusion that the claimed benefits of vrf 
are not realized in the final lifetime costs and system perfor-
mance.

Moreover, claims of vrf ’s advantages over hydronic systems 
do not consider developments made in hydronic technology 
over the last 10  years. Hydronic systems readily address the 
limitations of vrf ’s claimed benefits, and incorporation of De- 
sign Envelope technology increases these benefits.

Hydronic systems using Design Envelope technology:

• Waste less energy on transporting heating/cooling BTU’s
• Improve part-load capabilities and part-load efficiency as 

well as offer greater redundancy
• Are less affected by system design considerations (piping 

length, outdoor air conditions, etc.)
• Avoid concerns pertaining to occupant health and safety
• Contribute to systems being more future-proof and resilient
• Offer an expansive network of knowledgeable and experi-

enced installers and service agents
• Address a wide variety of load types
• Provide higher maximum capacity
• Support greater flexibility in design and installation
• Allow for more competitive tenders
• Are easier to diagnose, service and maintain
• Do not mandate specialized (manufacturer-specific) train-

ing
For these reasons, the lifetime operating cost savings and 
first installed cost savings offered by hydronic systems, and in 
particular by Design Envelope technology, are far greater than 
those offered by vrf  systems.
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